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FIRST LIST OF MONTANA RARE 
PLANTS COMPILED AT UM
MISSOULA—
The first complete list of rare and endangered plants found in Montana 
will be established at the University of Montana this month.
According to Kathleen Peterson, assistant professor of botany at 
UM, 35 natural scientists from around the state have been contributing for 
several years to the list. Plants will be categorized according to the 
degree of rareness, locations and whether they should be considered as threatened 
species in Montana.
Peterson estimated that several hundred species will probably be included 
in the list. She explained that the plants will be species native to Montana 
and not introduced by man. She said that there are no plants unique to Montana 
and that many of the listed plants might be common to areas nearby the state, 
but occur only rarely with the state's borders.
The researchers investigated herbarium collections at UM, MSU, Glacier 
National Park and in the state of Washington to find what plants might be 
considered rare in Montana. Natural scientists in the state also were asked 
to contribute to the list.
UM botany researcher John Pierce explained that the list can be helpful 
to land-use planners, such as those in highway departments, or environmental 
impact statement researchers, to determine better strategies for rare plants 
that might be in their areas of concern. The list will be made available to
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these industries, and may be published in a scientific journal.
The list of these plants will be edited and written by a panel of 
UM researchers and the Montana State University herbarium curator John Rumely. 
Principal researchers in the project have been Peterson, Pierce, Rumely
and, all from UM, Peter Lesica, Jerry Moore, Klaus Lackschewitz and Virginia 
Vincent.
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